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Abstract

Traditional systems designed for task oriented
dialog utilize knowledge present only in struc-
tured knowledge sources to generate responses.
However, relevant information required to gen-
erate responses may also reside in unstructured
sources, such as documents. Recent state of the
art models such as HyKnow (Gao et al., 2021b)
and SEKNOW (Gao et al., 2021a) aimed at
overcoming these challenges make limiting as-
sumptions about the knowledge sources. For in-
stance, these systems assume that certain types
of information, such as a phone number, is al-
ways present in a structured knowledge base
(KB) while information about aspects such as
entrance ticket prices, would always be avail-
able in documents.

In this paper, we create a modified version
of the MutliWOZ-based dataset prepared by
(Gao et al., 2021a) to demonstrate how current
methods have significant degradation in per-
formance when strict assumptions about the
source of information are removed. Then, in
line with recent work exploiting pre-trained lan-
guage models, we fine-tune a BART (Lewis
et al., 2020) based model using prompts
(Brown et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2021) for the
tasks of querying knowledge sources, as well
as, for response generation, without making
assumptions about the information present in
each knowledge source. Through a series of
experiments, we demonstrate that our model is
robust to perturbations to knowledge modality
(source of information), and that it can fuse
information from structured as well as unstruc-
tured knowledge to generate responses.

1 Introduction

Most existing work on task-oriented dialog systems
assumes that the knowledge required for complet-
ing a task (eg: booking a restaurant reservation),
resides in structured knowledge sources. Thus, typ-
ical task-oriented dialog systems require generating
a belief state, that can be used to query a knowledge

base to fetch entity results; these results are then
used to generate responses. Recognizing that infor-
mation is not always present in structured resources,
recently methods that can additionally use unstruc-
tured knowledge (eg: document collections), have
also been developed (Kim et al., 2020; Gao et al.,
2021a). However, current state-of-the-art models
designed for such tasks make limiting assumptions
about the nature of knowledge sources, that make
them unsuitable for use in real-world settings.
Limitations of existing methods: First, current
task-oriented dialog systems designed to reason
over hybrid knowledge sources assume that a
knowledge base and the unstructured knowledge
source encode separate pieces of information about
entities (eg: the zip-code is always in structured
knowledge, ticket prices are always available in
unstructured text) (Kim et al., 2020; Zhang et al.,
2021). This is not reflective of real-world knowl-
edge, where independent information systems are
often fused to enable applications.

Second, existing systems are trained to learn
the source of different pieces of information, thus,
making them unsuitable for situations where any
field that was previously in a structured knowledge
source is now available in an unstructured knowl-
edge source (and vice versa). In effect, a simple
change in the modality of information can result
in a failure of the model to utilize the information
present in knowledge, as existing models memorize
the source of every piece of information.

Third, such systems assume that each knowledge
grounded response can contain information from
only one source type (Kim et al., 2020; Gao et al.,
2021a; Zhang et al., 2021) – either structured or
unstructured knowledge. This is an artificial con-
straint imposed to make modelling easier, but real-
world conversations can routinely require systems
to fuse information from more than one knowledge
type (eg: See Dialog turn 4 in Figure 1).
Contributions: In this paper, we present our work
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Figure 1: Example of a dialog requiring the use of data from two different sources. Agent Turn 4, requires
incorporating information from both structured (DB Table) and unstructured data (a document consisting of FAQs
for the entity).

aimed at removing each of these strict assump-
tions from task-oriented dialog systems. Current
methods for joint-reasoning in task oriented dialogs
have been developed using an augmented version
of MultiWOZ 2.1 which contains additional dialog
turns based on new unstructured information (Gao
et al., 2021a). Unfortunately, no attempt has been
made to distribute information across knowledge
sources. We therefore create a modified version of
this dataset (called HYBRIDTOD) that optimally
redistributes information across structured and un-
structured knowledge so that most dialogs in the
train dataset are affected by this change.

A trivial method of redistributing information
across structured and unstructured knowledge
sources would be to arbitrarily move structured
fields for some entities to the unstructured knowl-
edge source. However, since the universe of entities
in the dataset is very large and not all entities are
directly referred to in the dialogs, such a method
of redistributing information may not be as effec-
tive if the dialogs do not use the slot-values that
have been redistributed. We therefore, develop an
automated graph based approach which uses the
max-cut of the graph to optimally redistribute infor-

mation from structured to unstructured knowledge
sources.

Lastly, in line with recent work exploiting
pre-trained language models, we fine-tune BART
(Lewis et al., 2020) using prompts for the tasks of
querying knowledge as well as response generation
without making assumptions about the information
present in each knowledge source. Specifically,
we do Prompt+LM finetuning (Liu et al., 2021a)
in which both the prompt and model parameters
are trainable (Ben-David et al., 2021; Liu et al.,
2021b; Han et al., 2021). Through a series of ex-
periments, we demonstrate that our model is robust
to perturbations to knowledge modality (source
of information), and it can fuse information from
structured as well as unstructured knowledge to
generate responses.

In summary we make the following contribu-
tions1: (1) We prepare a new version of the
MultiWOZ-DSTC9 combined dataset (Kim et al.,
2020; Gao et al., 2021a) called HYBRIDTOD to
study the reasoning on hybrid knowledge sources
for task oriented dialog systems. (2) We demon-

1The constructed dataset and code used is available at
https://github.com/mayank31398/HybridToD
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Slot Type Slot Values Question Template Answer Template

price cheap What is the price range? It has ${price} pricing.
expensive How costly is ${restaurant name}? ${restaurant name} is ${price}

cuisine Italian What is the cuisine? ${restaurant name} caters for ${cuisine} cuisine.
Thai What type of food is served here? You can find ${cuisine} food here

Table 1: Examples of templates used for moving slot values from the structured to the unstructured knowledge
source.

strate that our model (referred to as JOINTLM)
is also able to fuse information from both knowl-
edge modalities and beats existing state-of-the-art
systems on standardized metrics. (3) We present
detailed ablation studies demonstrating the value
of our modelling choices.

2 Related Work

Modeling Task Oriented Dialogs: Multiple
flavours of this problem have been defined to ad-
dress different aspects of modeling - eg: belief
state tracking to assess whether a model is able
to correctly decode the query needed given a cur-
rent conversational context (Dey and Desarkar,
2021; Li et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021), generating
responses given belief states to assess whether a
model is able to correctly predict the knowledge
attributes to be used in a response (Yang et al.,
2021; Chen et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2020; Moha-
patra et al., 2021), end-to-end modeling of dialog
systems where models are assessed on the correct-
ness of the response generated including the values
used from the knowledge base (Bordes et al., 2017;
Raghu et al., 2021b), etc. Recent work that as-
sumes that belief state annotations are latent and
not available for training have also been developed
(Raghu et al., 2021a).
Knowledge Grounded Dialog: Dialog systems
that generate responses on information grounded in
external knowledge have also been developed. Un-
like, work on task oriented dialogs, which primarily
focuses on using structured knowledge to complete
a ‘goal’ or accomplish a ‘task’ (eg: POI recom-
mendation for in car navigation (Eric et al., 2017),
restaurant, hotel or flight booking (El Asri et al.,
2017), etc), most existing knowledge grounded sys-
tems are designed to address informational needs of
users (eg: answering queries based on collections
of documents, making response recommendations
to contact center agents). Finally, contemporane-
ous to our work, knowledge grounded response
generation tasks that combine information from hy-
brid knowledge sources have also been proposed

(Nakamura et al., 2022). Here, unlike task oriented
dialog systems, which require the retrieval of an
entity to make recommendations or accomplish a
task, in such tasks, the goal is to answer an infor-
mational seeking query in a chit-chat conversation.
Models are required to use the dialog context to
fetch related tables (often flattened and encoded as
independent table cells), along with documents to
generate a response.

3 The HYBRIDTOD Dataset

The dataset prepared by (Gao et al., 2021b) (re-
ferred to as the SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ dataset
in this paper) is the only publicly available task-
oriented dialog dataset in which the dialogs are
grounded on two types of knowledge sources:
structured and unstructured (FAQs). However,
SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ is not indicative of a real-
world setting due to two major limitations: (1) It
has a strict, slot-type to knowledge-source type
mapping. For example, the slot-type ‘cuisine’ is al-
ways in the structured source while ‘timings’ of op-
eration would always be mentioned in unstructured
documents, and (2) an agent response contains in-
formation from only one source (i.e., either from
structured or unstructured). To alleviate these limi-
tations, we systematically modify the knowledge
sources in SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ to construct a
new dataset that we refer to as HYBRIDTOD.
Dataset Construction: We first create an undi-
rected graph G = (V,E) where each vertex v ∈ V
is a unique slot-value and an edge e ∈ E exists be-
tween two vertices, if the slot values represented by
these vertices occur together in a training dialog ut-
terance. For instance, in Figure 1 nodes associated
with slot-values “21-24 Northampton Road” and
phone number “01799521660” would have an edge
between them due to Turn 4. Similarly, vertices
corresponding to the values for slot-type ‘cuisine’
Italian and the slot-type ‘address’ 21-24 Northamp-
ton Road would have had an edge between them
if the utterance at Turn 4 was instead, “It is an
Italian restaurant located at 21-24 Northampton
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Context-Response pairs Number of entities
Domain train validation test train/validation/test

hotel 19370 2316 2295 33
restaurant 19716 2162 2188 110
attraction 8192 1226 1246 79

total 47278 5704 5729 222

Table 2: Number of context-response pairs in the dataset

Domain SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ HYBRIDTOD
hotel 10.97 6.79

restaurant 8.12 5.25
attraction 9 6.38

Table 3: Average number of slot values by domain in
the structured knowledge source for each dataset.

Road". Our goal is to move some of the slot-values
(vertices) in G that are originally in the structured
knowledge source to the unstructured knowledge
source so as to alleviate some of the limitations of
the original dataset.

In order to identify which vertices to move, we
create a maxcut of the graph G using the Max-
CutBM algorithm (Boumal et al., 2016). A maxcut
results in a graph in which the most number of
edges from the original graph are ‘cut’. After the
application of MaxCut, all slot values in one graph
partition are retained in the structured knowledge
source, while the others are converted to text QA
pairs using templates and included as part of the
unstructured document associated with that entity.
The templates for the restaurant slot types ‘price’
and ‘cuisine’ are shown in Table 1 for illustration.
Since the edges of the graph are based on slot-value
mentions in dialog utterances, applying a maxcut
modifies the knowledge source in a way that it
affects most dialog turns in the dataset; in other
words, the max-cut ensures the maximum possible
utterances in the dataset have information fused
from both knowledge sources.

Since we move slot values from one partition of
the graph to the unstructured knowledge source, a
slot type can now have some values in structured
knowledge and some in unstructured knowledge
(as an FAQ). We find that our approach ends up
modifying each entity referred to in the dataset, and
that slot-values of the same type are now distributed
across different types of knowledge.

Domain SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ HYBRIDTOD UNSTRUCTUREDTOD
hotel 36.52 40.58 46.48

restaurant 14.96 17.83 22.7
attraction 0 2.62 8

Table 4: Average number of FAQs for each domain in
the unstructured knowledge source.

For experimentation, we also create a version of
the dataset with all slot values2 moved from the
structured to the unstructured knowledge source.
We refer to this dataset as UNSTRUCTUREDTOD.
To construct HYBRIDTOD and UNSTRUCTURED-
TOD dataset, we only consider dialogs from 3 do-
mains: hotel, restaurant and attraction. We omit
dialogs from other domains as they do not have
associated knowledge. For example, the taxi do-
main only contains the information that the slot-
type phone should match the regular expression
["^[0-9]{10}$"], but does not contain any in-
stance of phone numbers present in the train di-
alogs.

Dataset Statistics: The number of context-
response pairs (spread across the 3 domains: hotel,
restaurant and attractions) for HYBRIDTOD are
shown in Table 2. We also show the entity dis-
tribution by domain-type. The restaurant domain
dominates the knowledge sources, occupying al-
most half of the total entities and the other half is
constituted by hotel and attraction domains. Tables
3 and 4 show the distribution of entity slot-values
in structured knowledge sources and FAQs in the
unstructured knowledge source for each domain in
the datasets. As can be seen, the average number of
slot-values presented in structured knowledge are
lesser in HYBRIDTOD as compared to SEKNOW-
MULTIWOZ and correspondingly the number of
FAQs in HYBRIDTOD are higher as compared to
SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ. We present the detailed
slot-type distribution of SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ
and HYBRIDTOD in the appendix. We find that
approximately 50% slot-values are moved to un-
structured knowledge from the structured sources
for each slot-type.

Limitations of the Dataset: Information about
entities is only redistributed from the structured
knowledge source to the unstructured knowledge
source. In effect, information that was previously
in unstructured knowledge sources continues to
remain there. Redistributing information from
unstructured documents to structured documents
would require annotations to be able to extract
facets to be converted to slot-types.

We describe our model, JOINTLM in the next
section.

2The entity name is also a slot type but we always retain
in it in both knowledge sources.
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4 JOINTLM

The problem of utilizing information and respond-
ing to users in task-oriented dialogs can be broken
down into parts: (i) Querying Knowledge Source
(structured and/or unstructured) to return entities
(ii) Generating Responses (eg:sharing information
about entities, requesting for more details from the
user, etc).

We represent the dialog context as c =
(u1, r1, ..., un), where (ui, ri) represent the user
and the system response utterance at ith turn re-
spectively. We represent the entity e required for
generating the response as the concatenation of its
slot-values (from structured KB), represented as es,
and FAQs from the unstructured knowledge source,
represented as eus:

[es] = ⟨struct⟩ ⟨slot⟩ slot1 ⟨val⟩ value1
⟨slot⟩ slot2 ⟨val⟩ value2...

[eus] = ⟨unstruct⟩ ⟨doc⟩ document1

⟨doc⟩ document2...

[e] = [es] [eus]

where ⟨struct⟩, ⟨unstruct⟩ are special tokens to
demarcate the start of structured knowledge and
unstructured knowledge of an entity respectively.
⟨slot⟩, ⟨val⟩ demarcate the slot-type and its value
and ⟨doc⟩ denotes the start of a document from
unstructured knowledge. We train JOINTLM to
jointly model two tasks: entity retrieval and re-
sponse generation. We use a hyperparameter α
to weigh the two tasks during training, where α
denotes the number of training samples used for
entity retrieval task. Note that α = 0.5 denotes
equal number of examples for both the tasks.

4.1 Entity Retrieval
As discussed, prior to generating a response, we
need to retrieve the relevant entity required to gen-
erate the response. We represent the inputs to the
language model (LM) for this task as:

⟨entity_retrieval_task⟩ ⟨u⟩u1 ⟨r⟩ r1...
⟨u⟩un ⟨entity⟩ [ej ]

where, ej ∈ E , the set of all entities,
⟨entity_retrieval_task⟩ and ⟨entity⟩ are special
tokens for task prompting and demarcating the start
of an entity. We train the model to generate the spe-
cial tokens zj = ⟨relevant⟩ or zj = ⟨irrelevant⟩

for each entity ej given the context c. We choose
the best entity e as:

e = argmax
ej

p (zj = ⟨relevant⟩ |c, ej) (1)

During training we use a subset of the entities
in E for creating the positive and negative set of
entities. However, at inference time, we evaluate
on all the entities in E .

4.2 Response Generation

After scoring all entities, we use the context and
the best entity e (the entity with the highest score
for the ⟨relevant⟩ token) and generate response
using the same LM. We represent the inputs for
this task as:

⟨response_task⟩ ⟨u⟩u1 ⟨r⟩ r1...
⟨u⟩un ⟨entity⟩ [e]

where ⟨response_task⟩ is a special token to
prompt this task. We train the model to generate
the response token-by-token.

4.3 Training details

We train our model to minimize
∑

(c,r) L(θ, c, r),
where

L(θ, c, r) =− α log pθ(zj |c, ej)
− (1− α) log pθ(r|c, ej)

The first term in the above objective represents the
log-likelihood of retrieving the relevant entity and
the second term is the log-likelihood of generating
the response. Note that the term α (percentage of
samples for each task) can be adjusted by changing
the number of examples for the two tasks in a given
batch of fixed size.

To train our model, we use early stopping with
patience = 5 for the above objective on the val-
idation set to prevent overfitting of our model.
The loss was optimized using AdamW optimizer
(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017). We use a batch-size
of 8 examples, with 4 examples for entity retrieval
and 4 for response generation per batch. For the
4 examples for entity retrieval, 2 are positive and
2 are negative examples (effectively our batch is
2 + 2 + 4). We use equation 1 during inference to
pick the highest scored relevant entity.
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slot-values
Train Dataset Test Dataset Model Bleu-1 Bleu-4 prec. recall F1
HYBRIDTOD SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ JOINTLM 30.63 8.60 50.48 45.37 47.79

SEKNOW 29.20 7.83 43.16 28.65 33.14
HYBRIDTOD HYBRIDTOD JOINTLM 30.59 8.67 50.56 45.83 48.08

SEKNOW 29.05 7.70 44.29 29.12 35.14
HYBRIDTOD UNSTRUCTUREDTOD JOINTLM 30.30 8.44 51.05 45.37 48.04

SEKNOW 27.43 6.68 42.96 19.62 27.11

Table 5: All models trained on HYBRIDTOD and evaluated on the rest of the datasets

slot-values
Train Dataset Test Dataset Model Bleu-1 Bleu-4 prec. recall F1

SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ JOINTLM 29.07 8.06 49.74 41.31 45.13
SEKNOW 31.00 9.14 52.17 44.98 48.31

SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ HYBRIDTOD JOINTLM 27.77 7.54 44.48 36.39 40.03
SEKNOW 26.61 7.32 42.19 26.70 33.31

SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ UNSTRUCTUREDTOD JOINTLM 27.03 7.17 46.29 34.93 39.82
SEKNOW 26.19 6.42 41.96 19.48 26.53

Table 6: All models trained on HYBRIDTOD and evaluated on the rest of the datasets

5 Experiments

Our experiments are aimed at answering the fol-
lowing questions: (1) How does JOINTLM per-
form compared to the baseline when trained and
tested on HYBRIDTOD? (2) How does the change
in slot-value distribution across structured and un-
structured sources affect the performance of the
models? (3) Is joint training of PromtLM for the
two tasks of entity retrieval and response genera-
tion helpful? (4) How does JOINTLM compare
with natural baselines for entity retrieval?
Experimental Setup: Task oriented dialog sys-
tems have to identify relevant entities (e.g. restau-
rants) from associated knowledge sources needed
to generate a response. In order to identify these
relevant entities, existing datasets provide the be-
lief state annotations during training. Additionally,
in our work for each dialog context, we associate
a set of (positive) entities that exactly match the
requirements present in the dialog context and a set
of (negative) entities that do not match by an auto-
mated method. Note that the text snippets in the
unstructured corpus do not have any annotations.

For all of our experiments, we use BART
(Lewis et al., 2020) encoder-decoder based lan-
guage model and finetune the pretrained model on
the three datasets i.e, SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ (Gao
et al., 2021a), HYBRIDTOD and UNSTRUCTURED-
TOD datasets.
Baseline: We use the current state-of-the-art model
for joint reasoning, SEKNOW (Gao et al., 2021a)
model as our baseline. SEKNOW is designed to use
belief state annotations – specifically, SEKNOW is
trained to generate the belief state given the dialog
context. These belief states are then used to query

the knowledge sources and generate a delexicalised
response using the context and the generated be-
lief state. The slot-values in the delexicalised re-
sponse are then populated using an unordered set
of entities returned by the belief state query on the
structured knowledge source.

5.1 Evaluation Metrics

We report BLEU scores for assessing response gen-
eration performance and slot-value precision, re-
call and F1 for comparing the slot-value filling
performance against the baseline. As described
previously, since no new slot types were created
from unstructured documents, the slot-value met-
rics are computed only using the slot-types that
were originally present in the structured knowledge
source.

We also report success@k for entity retrieval
baselines to assess the performance of systems on
the entity selection task. We define success@k as 1
if the top-k scored entities contain a relevant entity
for response generation and 0 otherwise. However,
note that it is not possible to measure success@k
on SEKNOW since it generates the response using
an unordered set of entities returned by the belief
state query. We thus compare the two models only
based on their performance on response generation.

5.2 Results

Knowledge-Source Memorization: We train
and test both JOINTLM and the baseline model,
SEKNOW on HYBRIDTOD and observe that
JOINTLM outperforms SEKNOW by 13 points on
slot-value F1 score (Row 1, Table 5). Also, the
performance of SEKNOW drops from 48.31 (Row
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Train Dataset Test Dataset Model success@1 success@5 Bleu-1 Bleu-4 prec. recall F1
JOINTLM 84.50 86.57 30.59 8.67 50.56 45.83 48.08

HYBRIDTOD HYBRIDTOD SEPLM 79.79 85.64 29.96 8.66 47.08 42.53 44.69
TF-IDF 28.31 34.49 - - - - -

Table 7: Performance of models on the entity retrieval task.

1, Table 6) when trained/tested on the SEKNOW-
MULTIWOZ dataset to 35.14 (Row 1, Table 5)
when trained/tested on HYBRIDTOD dataset. This
severe drop in performance is indicative of the fact
that SEKNOW learns the source of slot-values and
is unable to use information when the source of the
particular slot-value can be varying (structured/un-
structured) across entities.
Generalization of JOINTLM: To assess the
generalization performance of the models, we
train all the models on HYBRIDTOD and test
on other datasets which have different slot-value
distributions. As can be seen from Table 5,
when trained on HYBRIDTOD, JOINTLM out-
performs SEKNOW on all three dataset settings,
SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ, HYBRIDTOD and UN-
STRUCTUREDTOD across all response generation
metrics. We also notice that JOINTLM trained on
HYBRIDTOD is robust to change in the knowl-
edge modality during inference (slot-value F1
stays at approx. 48). This is not the case for
SEKNOW which exhibits large drop (31% from
SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ to HYBRIDTOD and 45%
from SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ to UNSTRUCTURED-
TOD) in slot-value F1, as the distribution of slot-
types changes in different datasets (Table 5).

We also train the models on SEKNOW-
MULTIWOZ, and test on the other datasets and
notice that JOINTLM outperforms SEKNOW on
both HYBRIDTOD and UNSTRUCTUREDTOD (Ta-
ble 6). However, SEKNOW has better slot-value
F1 than JOINTLM on HYBRIDTOD. We hypothe-
size that this is because the belief state labels are
more informative and provide a very strong signal
for SEKNOW on SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ and this
has the effect of SEKNOW learning the knowledge
modality which is not the case for JOINTLM. This
suggests that JOINTLM has better generalization
performance.

5.3 Model Ablation Study
To study the importance of joint-training of our
model, we also train a model without prompts us-
ing entity annotations, where two different BART
(Lewis et al., 2020) models are trained for retrieval
and generation. We call this model SEPLM. This

Dialog context
User: Suggest me some Turkish restaurants in Cambridge.
Agent: Yes there is a Turkish restaurant in Cambridge with two different
locations, would you like the addresses?
User: I would like if its located in the center of the city price one located in the
center of city and I don’t care about the pricing.
Response
Ground truth response: I have two Turkish restaurants, both in the centre and
both expensive. May I recommend Meze Bar?

SEKNOW JOINTLM

SeKnow-MultiWOZ

I found a restaurant at 196
Mill Road City Centre. Their
phone number is
01223362372.

Meze Bar is a
Turkish restaurant
in the expensive
price range. Their
address is 196
Mill Road City
Centre.

HybridToD
I found a restaurant at 196
Mill Road City Centre. Their
phone number is {null}.

UnstructuredToD I found a restaurant at {null}.
Their phone number is {null}.

Table 8: Response generated by SEKNOW and
JOINTLM on the three datasets.

model is trained on HYBRIDTOD and is com-
pared against JOINTLM on both entity retrieval
and response generation (Table 7). We observe
that JOINTLM outperforms SEPLM in both the
tasks with a 5 points difference in success@1 and
a 3 points difference in slot-value F1. This con-
firms that the joint modeling of the 2 tasks using
prompting yields a better model than learning a
separate model for the 2 tasks at hand. For a de-
tailed evaluation on all other dataset combinations,
please refer to the Appendix. For comparison with
a non-neural entity retrieval baseline, we also report
the success scores BM25 based TF-IDF retriever
which are significantly worse than the neural re-
trievers used for JOINTLM and SEPLM. These
experiments highlight the benefit of joint modeling
of the two tasks.

5.4 Qualitative Study

In Table 8, we show the responses generated for
a sample dialog by JOINTLM and SEKNOW on
the three datasets used for our experiments. It
should be noted that JOINTLM generates the same
response for all the three datasets. However, SE-
KNOW is not able to populate the required slot-
values for this entity (Meze Bar) in the response
in HYBRIDTOD and UNSTRUCTUREDTOD when
those slot-values are no longer available in the
structured source.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a new dataset, HYBRID-
TOD that requires reasoning over both structured
and unstructured knowledge sources to generate
responses to dialogs. Unlike existing task-oriented
dialog datasets, it does not restrict slot-types to
specific knowledge sources. Through our experi-
ments we demonstrated how existing methods do
not adapt well to changing distributions of slot-
type sources and that our model JOINTLM (trained
using entity annotations rather than belief state),
not only generates better responses by reasoning
over both knowledge sources, it also learns a bet-
ter retriever for entities. In future work, we also
plan to train our models without using any anno-
tations i.e without any supervision on entity label
information.

7 Limitations

Our dataset and model are not intended to be di-
rectly used in a real-world system as they have
some inherent limitations. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 3, we only redistribute slot types from struc-
tured knowledge sources to unstructured knowl-
edge sources. Due to a lack of resources we are
unable to annotate unstructured documents – our
dataset has a bias that certain information will al-
ways appear in unstructured information. In ad-
dition, we rely on a pre-trained language model,
BART, to generate responses. We have not as-
sessed to what extent the generated responses could
exhibit any form of social bias or toxic language
(when prompted). We do not recommend that our
system be used in a real-world deployed chatbot
without further study. Lastly, this work has been
assessed only on English language data using a
pretrained language model developed for English.
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A Appendix

A.1 Additional Results

We present additional results for the comparison
of JOINTLM, SEPLM and SEKNOW (Gao et al.,
2021a) when trained on HYBRIDTOD and tested on
the other datasets (Table 9). We see that JOINTLM
outperforms SEPLM and SEKNOW on all the
datasets demonstrating the importance of joint mod-
eling.
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Figure 2: Figures 2a and 2b show the slot-value distribution by slot-types in the hotel and restaurant domains the
three datasets.

slot-values
Train Dataset Test Dataset Model Bleu-1 Bleu-4 prec. recall F1

JOINTLM 30.63 8.60 50.48 45.37 47.79
HYBRIDTOD SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ SEPLM 30.03 8.63 47.26 42.76 44.89

SEKNOW 29.20 7.83 43.16 28.65 33.14
JOINTLM 30.59 8.67 50.56 45.83 48.08

HYBRIDTOD HYBRIDTOD SEPLM 29.96 8.66 47.08 42.53 44.69
SEKNOW 29.05 7.70 44.29 29.12 35.14
JOINTLM 30.30 8.44 51.05 45.37 48.04

HYBRIDTOD UNSTRUCTUREDTOD SEPLM 29.78 8.41 47.08 41.63 44.19
SEKNOW 27.43 6.68 42.96 19.62 27.11

Table 9: All models trained on HYBRIDTOD and evaluated on the rest of the datasets
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Figure 3: This figure shows the slot-value distribution by
slot-types in the attraction domains in the three datasets.

A.2 Additional Dataset Statistics
We present the detailed slot-type distribution of
SEKNOW-MULTIWOZ and HYBRIDTOD in Fig-
ure 2 and 3. We find that approximately 50% slot-
values are moved to unstructured knowledge from
the structured sources for each slot-type. The bar-
graphs show the number of entities with a particular
slot-type.

A.3 Hyperparameters and Training Details
For all our experiments, we use BART (Lewis et al.,
2020) model from the HuggingFace Transformers
library (Wolf et al., 2020). To train the BART
model, we use early stopping with patience = 5
on the validation set to prevent overfitting of both
the entity retriever and the response generator. We
use learning rate = 10−5 with AdamW optimizer
(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017). We use a batch-size
of 8 examples, with 4 examples for entity retrieval
and 4 for response generation per batch. For the
4 examples for entity retrieval, 2 are positive and
2 are negative examples (effectively our batch is
2 + 2+ 4). All the experiments are conducted on a
single A100 80GB GPU.
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